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Introduction

Wavelength’s purpose is to make the 
world better through business by 
profoundly improving the quality of 
leadership. The Connect programme has 
been running for ten years and is one of 
the main ways we aim to do this. 

Each year Connect works with a cohort 
of around 100 leaders from a mix of large 
corporates, private businesses, charities, 
social enterprises and the public sector. 
Across six months the programme introduces 
them to leaders from a diverse range of 
sectors who have faced a broad range of 
leadership challenges, and engages them in 

conversations we believe are important such 
as digital disruption, diversity and inclusion, 
purpose, and leading change.  

A number of principles are central to Connect’s 
design and how it impacts leaders and their 
organisations. These include:

   Leaders learning from other leaders 
rather than case studies, models, or 
manuals;

   Learning alongside and from peers in 
industry sectors different to their own;

   Exploring a diversity of styles and 
approaches to leading;

   Learning from mistakes and failures, not 
just glittering successes.

Impact measurement matters because if we 
don’t understand how we’re doing we can’t 
gauge if we’re delivering on our purpose. 
Impact reporting matters because purpose-
driven organisations need to stand up for 
what they believe in and engage in honest 
conversations with the communities they seek 
to serve. 

Financial Services

Media

Utilities

Automotive

Aviation

Top 5 corporate sectors:

Housing & Homelessness

Health & Social Care

Environment

Financial Services

Long-Term Unemployment

Top 5 social sectors:

Connect 2016 - 2018

Inside ECCO Leather

285 Leaders

224 Corporate
61 Social  

Sector Business
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This is the second time we have measured 
and communicated the difference Connect 
makes to leaders. The first was in 2016 when 
we surveyed five years of leaders attending 
Connect. Three years on many things have 
changed in the programme as a result of 
what we learned then and through on-going 
feedback from our Connect membership 
cohorts. 

Introduction

These changes include:

More time spent with leaders before and after 
the core curriculum, helping ensure members 
understand how the programme will work and 
that we understand their needs.

A greater emphasis on working with our 
corporate Sponsors to ensure learning is 
supported within the business and embedded 
into the day-to-day lives of leaders.

Evolution of the big conversations we have 
with leaders to fit the times, including greater 
emphasis on leading change in the face of 
external change, workplace equality, mental 
health, and resilience.

Repositioning the visits we make to 
organisations during Connect from ‘Best in 
Class’ to ‘Behind the Brand’. This reflects 
the reality that while many organisations are 
interesting, useful and insightful to visit none 
are perfect.

Considering more deeply how Connect’s 
physical environment helps cultivate a safe and 
open space for honest conversations to take 
place and for learning.

 More inclusion of leaders and 
organisations from beyond Europe and 
America among our speakers, fuelled in part 
by Wavelength’s recent study tours to India 
and China.

Webinars on key leadership themes to 
continue Alumni engagement post-Connect.

At a societal level, things have changed too 
during this short time-span with the leadership 
of institutions, organisations and society taking 
unexpected turns – some for the worse, some 
for the better – calling into question what sort 
of leadership the world needs right now and 
where it is to be found. Leaders have also 
emerged from unexpected quarters, including 
some of the younger members of society 
holding to account those in charge. 

So, three years on are we still making a 
difference? This is the central question 
that this report sets out to answer as 
honestly and fully as possible.
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Impact Measurement Approach 

In 2016 when we created our first Impact 
Report, we realised that the line between 
a learning experience and what a leader 
goes on to do differently is not always 
straightforward or easy to follow. 

This is particularly true of Connect given 
that: the programme evolves year on 
year; in the same year no two leaders 
have the same experience; while we 
curate the content we never exactly 
know what will be said and discussed 
nor what will resonate with members as 
it varies year on year; and many leaders 
on our programme are involved in 
other development initiatives alongside 
Connect. 

To create as useful a picture as possible, this 
report is based on findings from two types 
of research, each conducted with members 
who attended Connect in 2016, 2017 or 
2018. In both, a mix of organisational types 
were included and interviewees were not 
incentivised, thus gathering responses was 
reliant on goodwill.

A first source was the annual 
anonymous Connect survey. 

Each year we conduct an anonymous online 
survey with Connect members after the 
programme ends and the dust has settled. 
Its core of eleven questions was derived from 
qualitative research conducted in 2016 with 
Connect members we judged as having done 
more than most with their experience. The 
answers to these questions formed the basis 
of the 2016 report and have not changed 
since, allowing us to make comparisons over 
time. 

While for the first Impact Report we contacted 
all members from the first five cohorts 
simultaneously, now we invite each cohort to 
participate within a year of completing their 
Connect programme. Across 2016-2018 a 
39% response rate was achieved, a huge and 
pleasing improvement on the 2016 rate of 
22%. Variance in the year-on-year data also 
shows us we can improve this further. 

David Gram, Head 
of Ventures EMEA, 

LEGO & Co-founder, 
Diplomatic Rebels
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Impact Measurement Approach

A second source was a one-off 
qualitative research study. 

This was conducted in late 2018 and early 
2019 with 17 Connect members interviewed 
by an independent consultant. It set out to 
explore the following: 

   What do leaders need to ‘lead change in 
times of change’ and how does Connect 
match up to this? 

   What have leaders done wholly because of 
or strongly influenced by going on Connect? 

   What’s the perceived ROI for organisations 
of sending leaders on Connect?

   When it’s at its best, how does Connect help 
leaders change themselves/their leadership? 

   How could the programme have greater 
impact on individual leaders, within 
organisations? 

     What do members believe that Connect 
stands for in the world?

Key findings and quotes from this are included 
to help illuminate and add nuance to the 
largely quantitative survey data. 

At the end of this report there is also a 
case study interview with a 2019 Connect 
Sponsor, Francis Lake, Head of Organisation 
Development at CYBG. When a larger group 
comes on Connect, their organisational 
Sponsor helps them get the most out of the 
programme; many, like Francis, also participate 
in the programme giving them a unique 
perspective. This example illustrates how 
Wavelength at its best, can positively impact 
leaders and their organisations. 

Finally, it’s worth mentioning that there are no 
end-of-event or end-of-course ‘happy sheets’ 
on Connect. This is because first and foremost 
we are interested in what leaders do as a result 
of Connect and we know it can take time for 
the impact of the programme on leaders and 
their leadership to unfold. 

However, we do receive continuous feedback 
on programme structure, on speakers, 
and venues and on the conversations we 

choose to have, because members offer 
it spontaneously and because we keep in 
close contact with members and Sponsors 
throughout their programme. 

This feedback is one of the sources of 
information we use to shape and hone 
programme design each year.
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Is Connect making a difference?

The impact measurement of 2016-2018 
shows that Connect is overwhelmingly 
valued by the leaders who take part in it.

A majority of the survey questions asked 
received a ‘yes’ answer with most scores 
between 72% and 93%, including the 
number who find it either ‘really useful’ or 
‘completely invaluable’. 

This first comparative analysis of the 
programme’s impact also shows strong 
consistency of performance with 8 of the 
10 core questions receiving a score within 
5% variance on 2016.

Connect is valued for its uniqueness and for its 
impact, particularly at a personal level, which is 
achieved by:

     Giving members more courage to act back 
in their organisations and to stick to what 
they believe in.  

     Helping members look beyond their sectors 
for intelligence in the face of change, for 
inspiration and for ideas and realise the 
value of doing this as a leadership habit. 

     Creating an environment where it’s possible 
to acknowledge that almost all leaders face 
the same leadership struggles – irrespective 
of position, sector or organisation – and 
that vulnerabilities and mistakes are normal. 

     Offering a safe space within which to 
reflect on personal purpose, to think more 
clearly and strategically, and for helping 
them build their armoury of stories, tools, 
and approaches to different leadership 
challenges.

     Stressing the importance of others – both 
the people leaders work alongside and 
those in their broader networks – in the face 
of the sense of isolation senior leadership 
can bring with it. 

Against this largely positive backdrop there 
were, however, weakness and comparing the 
data to 2016 shows that these weaknesses 
have also remained consistent. 

Most notably and disappointingly these 
include 13% more members answering ‘no’ 
to having been helped or helping people 
they’ve met through the program. There were 
also significant variances across the three 
years surveyed, with 2017 scoring almost 
all questions higher than the other two years 
which again gives pause for thought and 
impetus for action.  

Researching and writing this report has also 
revealed that in places our research approach 
may not be as fit for purpose as it once was: 
this is something we will tackle too. 

Overall the picture this report paints is 
overwhelmingly positive. It has helped us to 
identify what Connect offers that’s special and 
that we can build on. It also highlights a small 
number of key areas where we must innovate 
and improve. Both matter deeply to us 
because to achieve our purpose in the world 
we cannot be complacent and we cannot 
stand still.
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Connect’s Impact at a Glance

Survey Questions

My organisation has 
directly benefitted

YES 
77%

YES 
68%

I have helped people and/or 
been helped by people I met 
through Wavelength

YES 
82%

I act with  
more courage

YES 
40%

People have said I’m better 
at helping others with their 
leadership challenges

YES 
93%

I have a bank of stories 
and insights I draw on

YES 
85%

I actively look at what goes 
on outside my sector 

YES 
93%

I have tools and 
approaches I still use

YES 
72%

I have consciously built 
a stronger network to 
support me/my team 

YES 
40%

Other people have 
commented that I’m a better/
happier leader/person 

YES 
85%

I am clearer on my 
purpose as a leader

39% 
Response 

Rate

17  
alumni 

independently 
interviewed

285  
alumni 

anonymously 
surveyed

Overall, how useful has Connect 
been to you as a leader?

Completely invaluable21%

Really useful51%

Useful21%

A bit useful6%

Not useful at all1%
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2016
Impact 
Report 

80%

MY ORGANISATION HAS 
DIRECTLY BENEFITED
As with the 2016 Impact Report, more 
than three quarters of those surveyed 
answered ‘yes’ to this question. Connect 
is not, however, about directly affecting 
organisational change rather it is about 
working with the leaders who can. To 
explain this it is worth saying a little about 
how Connect works. 

Leaders can join Connect alone or with 
others from their organisation. In either case, 
we work hard with member organisations to 
ensure those who join the programme have 
a platform to implement change in their roles. 
An organisational cohort can be as few as 
two or as many as twelve and may consist of 
a team or of individuals from different parts of 
the business whose paths rarely cross. While 
some leaders may come on Connect with 
organisational objectives, for most the focus 
is on the personal, highlighting a truth about 
Connect: that it’s first and foremost about 
individuals’ personal leadership journeys.

One of the questions asked in the qualitative 
research conducted with members and 
sponsors sheds light on the difficulty of 
measuring organisational impact given 
Connect works with individual leaders, away 
from the day-to-day. This question was 
about Connect and ROI and was met with 
some head scratching as people tend to see 
Connect as a long-term investment in the 

development of leaders or as one interviewee 
whose organisation have been on Connect 
over a number of years put it: 

“I don’t think you can measure the direct return 
on investment that you make for people at a 
leadership level within an organisation… It will 
give you a broader and deeper understanding 
of the leadership challenges across industry 
and enable you to deliver success through 
people.” Corporate (2016)

“It is difficult to measure the financial value, but 
it has changed the conversations at leadership 
level.” Corporate (2016)

Survey Question 1

 

 

 

Yes 80%

Yes 87%

Yes 73%

No 
20%

No 27%

No 
13%

Connect 
2016

Connect 
2017

Connect 
2018

Responses by year

YES 
77%
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Responses to other questions about direct 
outputs of Connect were met with answers 
that suggested that sometimes what Connect 
offers is a reinforcement of what people already 
know and are already doing, the benefits of 
which should not be underestimated. 

“I’m not sure how much I learnt from scratch 
– but it re-enforced the importance of lots of 
things for me.”  
Social Sector Business (2016)

Many leaders and leadership cohorts do 
instigate significant organisational change 
inspired by their experience on Connect as the 
interview with Francis Lake from CYBG shows 
(see “Case Study: CYBG and Connect” on 
page 41) and 77% of those surveyed for this 
report acknowledged. Equally, however, we 
know that some leaders feel unable to make 
the changes they’d like to see in the positions 
they hold at the time we meet them, although 
this is something the programme sets out to 
challenge, encouraging them to separate real 

Survey Question 1

from perceived barriers. 

We will continue to build on this solid 
positive response, particularly by working 
closely with Sponsors as we have seen 
the impact a proactive Sponsor can play 
in helping a Connect cohort achieve a 
broader organisational impact.

My organisation has directly benefited YES 
77%

Baroness Sue Campbell, Head of Women’s 
Football, FA & Former Chair, UK Sport 
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  As a result of Wavelength my input into our 
organisation has been more effective – clarification 
about things like vision, purpose and mission have 
improved. I’ve introduced a number of initiatives 
as a direct result of some of the sessions (esp. 
around employee engagement, values, performance 
– I ‘borrowed’ the idea of the Southbank Centre 
employee guide).” Social Sector Business (2016)

  The challenge and rigour around attracting, retaining 
and removing talent is firmly part of my make-up and 
has really impacted on the quality of people coming 
into and leaving our organisation.” Corporate (2016)

  I have improved the capability to focus on key 
projects.” Corporate (2016)

  Personally, I feel reset and invigorated 
by Connect which has a knock-on effect 
on my immediate colleagues. I’ve also 
instigated a deeper appreciation for 
‘purpose’ and how it flows through our 
strategy and day-to-day. I recruit differently 
based on values and Sue’s [Campbell, 
Director of Women’s Football, FA & former 
Chair, UK Sport] tough questions of ‘what 
can you do?’; ‘what could you do?’; and 
‘what’s stopping you?’” Corporate (2017)

Survey Question 1

  Extending and diversifying our network, 
strengthening some existing relationships, shared 
experience among those of us who attended 
Wavelength.” Social Sector Business (2016)

  Sessions on purpose and the Wavelength 10 have 
been fed back, and used in developing a new 
purpose statement.” Corporate (2017)

  Because I have clarity about what and how to do 
things, I can make sure it’s cascaded and making a 
difference to how we do things. More direct, more 
efficient.” Social Sector Business (2017)

  Only modest changes to begin with, but the talks 
presented have made me challenge my own 
style and have led to tangible changes within my 
organisation.” Corporate (2018)

  I have brought insights from the programme back 
to my peers and to my team and used some of the 
ideas and methodologies for strategic planning.” 
Corporate (2018)

  Reawakening of my desire to lead. I have 
been in a position to step up to assist the 
company during a difficult time and have 
used ideas that I learned on Wavelength.” 
Social Sector Business (2018)

My organisation has directly benefited

 
  I personally benefited 
enormously from the insight into 
the latest thinking on people, leadership and 
business strategy on disruptive technology –  
all of which I have directly applied in my role.” 
Corporate (2016)

  I have had a number of ideas, however, as a 
sole participant from my organisation I now 
seem to be talking a different language to the 
rest of my business!” Corporate (2017)

  My organisation has not leveraged the 
training as much as possible. Some 
firms included Wavelength as part of a 
wider leadership training programme 
which I think is a better model.” 
Corporate (2018)

  I got a lot of things from it personally but have 
struggled with implementation.” 
Social Sector Business (2018)

  We are yet to propose and implement 
changes to the business from Wavelength 
ideas. This is planned for January 2019.” 
Corporate (2018)

YES 
77%

NO 
23%
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I ACT WITH MORE 
COURAGE
The overall percentage of leaders stating 
‘yes’ they do act with more courage as a 
result of Connect remains high, and more 
or less static 2016, although the year by 
year figures show some variation.

But why does measuring this sense of 
courageousness matter to us?

Courage in leadership comes in many shapes 
and sizes. The courage to share an alternative 
point of view or a radical idea. The courage 
to call out what you’re seeing, not keep your 
head down and walk by, even when those who 
need calling out hold more power. The courage 
to stick to what you believe is right even 
under fire. The courage to know when not to 
give up or to know when enough is enough. 
The courage to ask for and accept help from 
others or to admit when things feel too much. 
All of these help leaders act from a place of 
honesty – something we believe is essential to 
effective and ethical leadership. 

While the survey suggests there a range 
of ways Connect as a programme helps 
build confidence, the qualitative interviews 
highlighted two critical elements of programme 
design that contribute. A first was meeting 
other leaders joining Connect from different 
sectors who have faced similar challenges. 
A second was hearing from speakers they 
identified with because they admitted 
vulnerabilities and mistakes. 

Survey Question 2

2016
Impact 
Report 

85%

 

 

 

Connect 
2016

Connect 
2017

Connect 
2018

Responses by year

 

 

 

Yes 85%

Yes 87%

Yes 79%

No 15%

No 21%

No 
13%

YES 
82%
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The quotes below reflect the importance of 
these in fostering courage in leadership.

“The people and the stories you hear are not 
unfamiliar or alien. You are very much on a 
level and you realise you can do that! You 
can operate at that level, and you should!” 
Corporate (2018)

“Being a leader can be incredibly lonely. And 
it is really hard when you feel that you’re 
swimming against the tide because you’re 
not surrounded by peers that think like you 
or behave like you. Sometimes in work you 
have moments when you think, ‘I’m not sure 
I can do this anymore’. But it made me more 
determined to stand my ground. So from my 
organisation’s perspective, they’ve certainly 
got more out of me and I’ve stayed – where I 
could have just said, ‘you know what, I need to 
go and work in an organisation where people 
are more like me or think more like me’.” 
Corporate (2016) 

Survey Question 2

I act with more courage

“It taught me that most challenges I’ve faced 
have been faced by others previously and 
that I’m not alone. It was delivered by people 
that have either ‘delivered this’ or ‘faced that 
challenge’. Connect increased my ambition. 
It gave me confidence to take on what I 
previously thought were insurmountable 
challenges. So the insurmountable suddenly 
became within my grasp.”  
Corporate (2017) 

We believe this is a critical output of Connect 
and while the overall score on this question 
remains pleasingly high, we will continue to 
focus on how we help members act with 
courage where they lead, not least because 
events in the world tell us now is a time where 
courage is as important as ever.

YES 
82%

Sari Brodi, Global Equality, Diversity 
and Inclusion Manager, Ingka (IKEA)



  Seeing other organisations tackling innovation, 
challenges and change in a different way helps 
empower you to challenge the status quo and move 
your own business forward.” Corporate (2016)

  Listening to the stories from other leaders it has 
given me the confidence to aim higher and move 
quicker.” Social Sector Business (2016)

  It reinforced my belief that a strong purpose and 
values are vitally important and as a result I am more 
compelled to put my views across.” 
Corporate (2016)

   Especially in terms of pushing forward 
progressive developments. I have had quite 
a difficult situation to deal with involving a 
Board member – don’t think I would have 
had the tools to take this head on not 
having experienced some of the people and 
discussion sessions through Wavelength. 
Personally, more prepared to ‘go out on a 
limb’ if I think it’s needed.”  
Social Sector Business (2016)

  Wow, hard to say. The event was definitely a very 
positive experience and the people I met and spoke 
to gave me greater insight into how I want to be as a 
leader.” Corporate (2016)

Survey Question 2

  Talking to others in similar situations but other 
business builds confidence/understanding of shared 
challenges as leader today.” 
Social Sector Business (2016)

  I’m much more aware of the shadow I cast, 
particularly at times of difficulty.” Corporate (2016)

  To know how other companies act, allow me to 
defend better my ideas.” Corporate (2016)

  Wavelength feels like a new cell in the organism, a 
cell that has positive effects.” Corporate (2017)

  I have taken some great ideas to our executive board 
since the Wavelength programme.” Corporate (2017)

  For me, the most significant impact has 
been a personal one. I have never felt more 
inspired by the experience and many have 
observed a huge lift in my confidence and 
leadership presence.” Corporate (2017)

  More confident in what I do and believe in. Aware 
that I always have a choice.”  
Social Sector Business (2017)

  Opinions based on strong insight and tangible 
experience from others helps strengthen resolve to 
push on and challenge what we do and how we do 
it.” Corporate (2017)

I act with more courage

  With a new world-view on possibility, I don’t feel 
afraid to be more authentic and ask the most difficult 
questions I can think of.” Corporate (2017)

  It’s confidence inspiring to hear direct from 
experienced leaders how they have approached 
leadership, and how much of it they have made up 
as they go along! Boldness is the common theme.” 
Corporate (2017)

  “Paying the mortgage” is still a factor but 
acknowledging that self-doubt is common 
helps manage it. Also Stuart Tootal [former 
Commander 3 PARA] talking about publicly 
associating with decisions to truly own them 
has stayed with me to ensure I demonstrate 
courage even if things aren’t going well.” 
Corporate (2017)

  Hearing from and speaking to other leaders has 
helped me with my confidence and has also shown 
every company suffers from similar issues.” 
Corporate (2018)

  Having heard and interacted with many other senior 
leaders it is clear that we all have vulnerabilities, and 
that we should therefore not let them get in the way 
of taking action. The person willing to speak and 
take action has the opportunity to stand out as a 
leader in the business.” Corporate (2018)

YES 
82%
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I HAVE TOOLS AND 
APPROACHES I STILL USE
This is one of two questions that received 
an exceptionally high ‘yes’ score of 93%. 

This unequivocally positive score is 
not, however, because we have a set of 
models or tools we teach or insist leaders 
fit into or apply – Connect is leader-
centred rather than curriculum or tool-kit 
centred – although we do want leaders to 
go away feeling equipped to deal with the 
challenges they face. 

A first is The Personal Boardroom. A strategic 
approach to building networks that’s much 
less painful and much more effective than 
working a roomful of people while sipping 
wine. We share more about this approach  
on page 28.

A second is storytelling, which for the last 
few years members have learned about from 
Richard Addy, Co-founder and Director of the 
international audience strategy consultancy 
AKAS and former advisor and strategist for 
both the BBC and the government. Richard’s 
approach recognises the power of the stories 
we tell others as well as the stories we tell 
ourselves and helps members to think about 
the structure and impact of both. 

Coaching and mentoring is the third area. 
That strong leaders succeed through their 
teams is a belief echoed in Google’s research 
into what makes the ‘perfect manager’. The 
research findings put the ability to coach 
others as it’s number one recommendation. 

The fourth area we believe leaders need to 
engage with is personal purpose, which we 
now like to explore in combination with the 
notion of platform, something we’ll again talk 
about later in this report (page 20).

While are delighted to have received such a 
high score here. However, we also note that in 
2018 the score was 5% lower and believe that 
in an ideal world Connect would always score 
100% on this question. We also wonder if it 
might be worth reviewing the question to focus 
more tightly on the four areas we’ve chosen 
as critical for effective leadership rather than it 
being ‘catchall’ by nature. 

Survey Question 3

 

 

 

Connect 
2016

Connect 
2017

Connect 
2018

Responses by year

 

 

 

Yes 90%

Yes 97%

Yes 88%

No 10%

No 12%

No 3%

2016
Impact 
Report 

90%

YES 
93%

https://www.businessinsider.com/the-best-bosses-do-these-things-according-to-google-2019-6?r=US&IR=T
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  All the time. Looking after yourself as a leader is one 
that features highly – although still practising this.” 
Social Sector Business (2016)

  I found the LinkedIn ‘Tour Of Duty’ and Customer 
Service sessions particularly useful. Also, lots of little 
things which have informed my approach and which 
I picked up from various sessions, colleagues and 
speakers.” Corporate (2016)

  Personal Boardroom I still use. I also regularly review 
and look back on session notes when I’m thinking 
through issues for inspiration and ideas. What do I 
do, What could I do, What stops me?” 
Social Sector Business (2016)

  Many examples, ranging from Pret a Manger and 
how they cascade Values and Behaviours, through 
to Netflix and their ‘no compromise’ approach.” 
Corporate (2017)

  Particularly from a one to one conversation 
with Drew Povey [former Executive Head 
Teacher, Harrop Fold School] around Agree, 
Action, Assess. It’s a tool I use every day.” 
Social Sector Business (2017)

  45 min meetings; walking and talking meetings; 
purposefulness; challenging the norm; appreciating 
the world outside of our org; recruiting based on 
values.” Corporate (2017)

Survey Question 3

   My notebook is a reference document; really working 
on Personal Boardroom consciously; really trying to 
help colleagues achieve ‘flow’.” 
Corporate (2017)

  Purpose – I have at times sounded like a broken 
record when talking about being more purpose-
led in our strategy and decisions. Leadership skills 
– management by walking about and mandating 
staff to work ‘on the shop floor’ are examples of 
techniques I am now actively promoting.” 
Corporate (2017)

  It was more stimulation / approaches rather than 
‘tools’... but we get the tools from the other more 
‘standardised’ training from other suppliers.”  
Corporate (2017)

  I use elements of the tools provided, 
Pretotyping, Storytelling, Personal 
Boardroom/influencing, and have also 
adopted some of the innovation techniques 
that I experienced on the Behind the Brand 
programme.” Corporate (2018)

  I still try to take time for myself to think.” 
Corporate (2018)

  ...although I have to constantly remind myself to use 
them!” Corporate (2018)

I have tools and approaches I still use

  I am not sure if there is  
anything that jumps out here...” 
Corporate (2018)

NO 
7%

YES 
93%

Drew Povey, former Executive 
Head Teacher, Harrop Fold School
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I HAVE A BANK OF STORIES 
AND INSIGHTS I DRAW ON
This was the second question that 
received an exceptionally high ‘yes’ 
response to overall, it was also a question 
where in the year-by-year responses in 
2017 100% of respondents answered 
‘yes’! 

As one member put it in the on-line survey, 
this is “the most obvious takeaway from 
Wavelength” and perhaps this is true, helping 
explain this very high score. 

The leaders we choose to put in front of our 
members tend to be insightful individuals 
who share their insights through stories. 
Wavelength’s own business model is built 
on insights and stories gathered during visits 
to organisations around the world. We also 
stress the importance of storytelling within the 
programme. 

Of course, we are not alone in stressing the 
power of well told stories. The business world 
increasingly recognises how stories capture 
people’s attention and imagination in ways the 
soundest data or most carefully constructed 
argument often can’t. 

Stories speak to us as humans with hearts as 
well as heads. Stories can be metaphorical, 
making them efficient ways to communicate 
the complex without losing nuance or interest. 
Sharing others’ stories can bring credibility 
and weight to a point of view we hold or want 
to make. And choosing how to tell our own 
story – to ourselves as well as to others – 
can help us position ourselves positively and 
productively. 

Survey Question 4
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2016
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2017
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Responses by year

 

 

 

Yes 94%

Yes 100%

Yes 88%

No 6%

No 12%

2016
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94%

YES 
93%
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But, as is often the case, the medium can be 
the message. What our qualitative interviews 
illuminated is that it’s the honesty and humility 
with which stories are shared that helps them 
hit the mark, whether stories come from 
speakers or members. It was referred to as 
a defining and differentiating characteristic 
of Connect in this research and an output of 
Wavelengths’ ability to create safe spaces for 
open conversations to happen. 

“A lot of the value is in the honesty the 
speakers brought to the audience. You don’t 
get that elsewhere – it really is unique.” 
Corporate (2017)

“The power of saying what went wrong – and 
the learning you get – is incredible, because 
you can completely relate to it … The speakers 
were all really quite humble – there were 
no egos. That’s really important because 
that’s where you get the most learning – with 
believability and authenticity.”  
Corporate (2016)

“What was beautiful about Connect was how 
they brought different groups and types of 
people together. It was a very safe space. 
Natural. Allowing people to exchange advice 
and suggestions open and freely. I never got 
any sense of ego from anyone.”  
Corporate (2016)

“One of the stand out things for me was 
learning about the importance of allowing 
yourself to be vulnerable. It allows a certain 
type of engagement with your colleagues, your 
superiors, your team, that you don’t normally 
get.” Corporate (2016)

While this high score might suggest we can 
rest on our laurels, in reality finding leaders 
who can share their stories and their leadership 
insights in ways that connect both profoundly 
and practically with members is a task with no 
end – but luckily one we enjoy! 

Survey Question 4

I have a bank of stories and insights I draw on YES 
93%

Jude Kelly, Founder, WOW Festival & 
former Artistic Director, Southbank
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  Plenty of examples from the business visits and 
presentations.” Social Sector Business (2016)

  I’ve used so many of them so often that 
a few of my colleagues think they were 
actually on Connect. Key was noting them 
down fastidiously at Connect because there 
were so many.” Corporate (2016)

  Useful for leadership and motivation, particularly 
when leading meetings, offsites etc. in closed 
groups.” Corporate (2016)

  Probably the best thing about Wavelength 
I’d say. Packs your armoury with great 
stories to inspire.” Social Sector Business (2016)

  Also some great sources of further information such 
as The Alliance by Reid Hoffman and The Hard Thing 
About Hard Things by Ben Horowitz which have 
both influenced me (and re-reading the Leopard 
by Lampedusa recommended by the Nick Walkley, 
[former Chief Executive] from Haringey Council).” 
Corporate (2016)

  Many examples, ranging from Pret and how they 
cascade Values and Behaviours, through to Netflix 
and their no compromise approach.” 
Corporate (2017)

  I have a book full of notes that I still use as 
my bible” Corporate (2018)

  I totally borrow with pride(!) – quotations, stories, 
analogies, etc. from speakers and other delegates.” 
Corporate (2017)

  That’s the most obvious takeaway from Wavelength.” 
Corporate (2017)

   Fantastic range of quite different experiences from 
the various leaders, I have frequently thought about 
them since.” Corporate (2017)

  Sue Stephenson – Brilliant Basics create Magic 
Moments.” Corporate (2017)

  Tesla’s ‘dig the hole’ really struck a chord and is 
now a mantra I use personally and with my team.” 
Corporate (2017)

  Many, many examples.” Corporate (2017)

  Good to have reference points.” Corporate (2017)

  Peter Keen CBE, [Director of Sport Advancement, 
Loughborough University] and Sir Martin Narey 
[former DG, Prison Service & former CEO, 
Barnardo’s] are regularly quoted; move beyond 
success to consider significance; “no one wants to 
die for a wanker.” Corporate (2017)

  If anything there’s too much 
bite size input / sessions which 
means it’s harder to differentiate them all as 
time passes by.” 
Corporate (2018)

NO 
7%

Survey Question 4

I have a bank of stories and insights I draw on YES 
93%

Sue Stephenson, Founder of Strategies for Service 
& former Executive, The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company
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I AM CLEARER ON MY 
PURPOSE AS A LEADER
This is again a very high score and 5% 
higher than in 2016. The breakdown 
across the three years, however, reveals a 
more uneven picture with a spike in 2017 
and a considerably lower score in 2018.

Conversations about purpose, whether 
personal or organisational, have been part 
of Connect since day one not least because 
Wavelength is itself a purpose-driven 
organisation. 

It’s fairly typical that the leaders we invite to 
speak talk about purpose – even when we 
don’t brief them to – and unusual to find a 
Behind the Brand organisation that does not 
have a clearly articulated and compelling 
organisational purpose. 

It’s also typically a hot topic for members 
during the programme with our 2019 cohort no 
exception. Francis Lake, Head of Organisation 
Development at CYBG, who took part in 
Connect 2019, talks about how Wavelength 
achieves this in the case study interview with 
him at the end of this document, stating;

“You can read articles and so on but it’s flat, 
remote… On the Connect programme you 
hear people talk about their purpose then 
you see it put into action, you’re getting into 
conversations with people who are doing the 
stuff, you’re hearing the stories and it makes 
it stand out more than reading or having a 
consultant come and talk.”

While purpose remains relevant, when 
Wavelength first began talking about purpose 
beyond profit it was surprising and even 
mystifying for some members. Thankfully this is 
no longer the case. 

However, it’s important to keep evolving the 
conversations we have with members. During 
Connect in 2017, Dr Aravind Srinivasan from 
Aravind Eye Care System in India broadened 
our thinking around personal purpose by 
introducing the notion of Purpose and 
Platform. 

For Dr Aravind ‘platform’ is where you are 
able to express your purpose and for most 
of our leaders this is the position they hold 
as a leader and what they can influence and 
achieve through it; aligning this with personal 
purpose is when great things really start to 
happen. 

Survey Question 5

Responses by year
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Connect 
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Yes 80%

Yes 100%

Yes 73%

No 20%

No 27%

2016
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80%

YES 
85%
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The diagram below, which Dr. Aravind uses to 
help leaders think about where they are right 
now in relation to purpose and platform, led 
two of our corporate members this year to 
admit that while their leadership positions were 
definitely high platform they were underutilising 
them, showing the power of shining a light on 
these in tandem. 

Survey Question 5

I am clearer on my purpose as a leader

Despite its importance in some ways 2017’s 
score of 100% stands out as unusually high 
because we would never expect 100% of 
members to answer ‘yes’, for a variety of 
reasons. 

These can be divided roughly into those that 
have a clear sense of their own purpose before 
Connect and those who leave the programme 
clear it’s something they want to work on but 
no clearer on what it is. This reflects the reality 
that during Connect we do not work with 
leaders on their purpose, and nor should we; 
it’s something that takes time, consideration 
and reiteration to work out. 

Thus, we are very happy with the score 
received. The challenge for Connect, however, 
is to continue to build the sophistication of 
the conversation we have with our members 
because it is such a fundamental topic. 

YES 
85%

Platform vs Purpose

High  
platform,  

Low  
purpose

Low  
platform,  

Low  
purpose

High  
platform,  

High  
purpose

Low  
platform,  

High  
purpose

Dr Aravind Srinivasan, 
Aravind Eye Care System
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  And where my ‘lifespan’ as leader of this 
organisation might reach its limit too.” 
Social Sector Business (2016)

  Not sure that’s only or even mainly due to the 
programme though!” Social Sector Business (2016)

  Re-energised my focus on what is 
interesting and what is really important. My 
personal effectiveness has improved, and I 
put much down to the opportunity to hold 
a mirror up personally and as a business 
about our thoughts and more importantly 
our actions. Often, we can get into personal 
routines and practices which need to be 
disrupted to bring more benefit.”  
Corporate (2017)

  100% – what that means for me and my 
organisation is yet to be seen but I’m significantly 
more authentic and (clear about) what I like and 
don’t like...” 
Corporate (2017)

  Yes, and particularly when I don’t have all the 
answers, there it helps even more and there grows 
the courage.” Corporate (2017)

  Somewhat. It has certainly provided me the tools to 
ask the right questions of myself. But I may not yet 
have figured out the answers!” 
Corporate (2017)

  Perhaps I am more aware that I need to find my 
personal purpose, but I think my leadership is more 
clearly focused on purpose.” Corporate (2016)

  I was always an agent for change, but this has 
definitely given me other perspectives.”  
Corporate (2017)

  How to have a clear purpose while dealing with 
ambiguity.” Social Sector Business (2017)

   Especially the social and personal impact of the 
decisions I make.” Corporate (2018)

  I am clearer about what I want, I just need to work 
out how to get there while dealing with everyday 
work.” Corporate (2018)

  Yes, whilst I understood the role of the 
leader before I joined the programme, it 
was an opportunity to really question my 
purpose, the purpose of the business, are 
they aligned, and bring this to my peers and 
CEO to address.” Corporate (2018)

  Personally, I struggle with 
this and don’t feel I really “got” it.”  
Corporate (2016)

  I already had a very strong sense of purpose.” 
Social Sector Business (2016)

  To a degree this statement is true, but I 
answered ‘No’ as my personal sense of 
purpose is still something I am working on.” 
Corporate (2018)

  Wavelength challenged my own conceptions 
of being a leader and as such, at present, I 
am still finding my purpose. That said, I would 
not have challenged myself in this way if it had 
not been for Wavelength.” Corporate (2018)

NO 
15%

Survey Question 5

I am clearer on my purpose as a leader YES 
85%
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I HAVE HELPED PEOPLE AND/OR 
BEEN HELPED BY PEOPLE I MET 
THROUGH WAVELENGTH
This was the biggest drop in any score 
versus 2016, with a 13% difference. While 
once again the highest score among 
the individual years was by 2017, there 
was a huge dip in 2018 with only 55% 
answering ‘yes’ to having been helped or 
having helped people they’d met through 
Wavelength. 

This score is a big disappointment: the 
programme is called ‘Connect’ because we 
believe in the power of people connecting 
within and beyond their organisation for 
support, agility and for diversity of thinking. 
While the survey data doesn’t directly identify 
the causes, and only those who answered 
‘yes’ offered explanations, the differing 
response rates across the years has helped us 
identify two potentially influential factors. 

A first is member numbers which were 
significantly different between the three years. 
In 2016 there were 91 members on the 
programme; in 2017 the numbers were lowest 
at 86; and in 2018 they were highest with 
108 members. Could cohort size therefore 
be a factor? A second is that in 2017 one of 
the Co-founders of Wavelength, Liam Black, 
began reducing his role in Connect in advance 
of his exit from Wavelength at the end of that 

year. Among the roles Liam played, he was 
a strong supporter of Connect members 
from the social sector businesses and an 
energetic instigator of connections during 
Connect events. 

Could this change also help explain the dip 
in 2018?

Survey Question 6

Responses by yearResponses by year
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No 19%

No 23%

No 45%
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68%
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Survey Question 6

I have helped people and/or been helped  
by people I met through Wavelength

A final factor at play could be what happens 
after Connect. 

When Connect ends members often ask, 
‘What next?’ expressing a desire to keep in 
touch with Wavelength and with each other; 
this is something that came through loud and 
clear in the qualitative research. While we have 
trialled various ways of addressing this over 
the years, each time we’ve experienced the 
same outcome: we build it but Alumni don’t 
come! Either we’re building the wrong thing 
or while leaders like the idea, making time to 
attend once the programme ends is hard. We 
have recently implemented a webinar series 
for Alumni making use of the many brilliant 
speakers in our SpeakersHub, which is highly 
regarded and well attended. However, we are 
aware that this re-energises Alumni through 
content not connection. 

The big drop in this score has given us cause 
for concern and thus connectivity within the 
programme is an area we are already working 
on for 2020.

YES 
68%

Geoff McDonald, Co-founder, 
Minds@Work on mental health 
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  One of the most sustainable benefits has 
been one or two of the connections I made 
within my Alumni. We have kept in touch 
and continued to share ideas and learn a lot 
from each other.” Corporate (2016)

  I’ve spoken to a few people who have been looking 
at whether Wavelength might suit them and shared 
my experiences. Have linked up with Wavelength 
members that I met during the programme – hasn’t 
led to any specific outcomes yet but useful to know 
that network of people is out there.” 
Social Sector Business (2016)

  Met up with Liam [Black, Co-founder, Wavelength] 
a few times. He’s also run a ‘great place to think’ 
session for us.” Social Sector Business (2016)

  To a degree. We have had some new business as a 
result of connections with Amey.” Corporate (2016)

  Well-developed group of contacts which I have 
leveraged to add real value to my personal network.” 
Corporate (2017)

  Yes, made some good contacts and still meet them, 
both other delegates and presenters.”  
Corporate (2017)

   My personal purpose is clear – “By helping others; 
I’m helping myself more”. Not too dissimilar to the 
Camerados’ “The answer to all our problems is each 
other”. I’ve been doing a lot of work with Camerados 
and had some interesting chats with Rob [Burnet, 
Founder & CEO] and Julian [Macharia, former Head 
of Media and Operations] from Shujaaz [Kenya].” 
Corporate (2017)

  Definitely. One of the best bits of 
Wavelength is the connections to other 
attendees and speakers.” 
Corporate (2017)

  Yes, provided what help really means: sharing 
experiences, meeting new people from different 
horizons, building a new network.”  
Corporate (2017)

  I have a number of contacts through Wavelength 
that I will try to stay in touch with – lots of good 
people and a shared experience. Would offer 
support to any alumnus of Wavelength on the basis 
of the common starting point.” Corporate (2017)

Survey Question 6

I have helped people and/or been helped  
by people I met through Wavelength

  But that’s down to me – I 
know there are people 
that I can reach out to if I want to.” 
Corporate (2016)

  Some limited contact between courses 
identifying resources we use that could be 
relevant cross industry, but not really a lot if 
any since.” Corporate (2016)

  Not yet but that will happen.”  
Social Sector Business (2017)

NO 
32%

YES 
68%
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2016
Impact 
Report 

49%

PEOPLE HAVE SAID I’M BETTER 
AT HELPING OTHERS WITH THEIR 
LEADERSHIP CHALLENGES
This question received a 9% drop in ‘yes’ 
answers versus 2016 and a consistently 
low score across the three years. It is 
also one of only two questions where the 
‘no’ responses were higher than the ‘yes’ 
responses. 

Leaders do not exist in a vacuum and we 
always hope that like a stone thrown into still 
waters, the impact Connect has on individual 
leaders will ripple out, touching others: this is 
what this question hopes to uncover. 

Understanding this is hard, however, and is 
perhaps where the research approach currently 
used meets its limits as while our sample is 
(predominately) those who have been on the 
programme what we’re interested in is the 
impact it’s had on those they work with. 

To get around this there are two questions in 
the survey which use a proxy for impact on 
others, asking interviewees what others have 
said to them. It’s a workaround, something 
underlined by those members who answered 
‘yes’ then admitted no-one had said so, but it 
was their belief they would have if asked! 

On a more positive note, a number of leaders 
in the qualitative interviews said Connect had 
taught them the importance of engaging with 
their team more deeply, not feeling they had to 
operate in isolation.

“Now I always make time to listen to different 
perspectives and make more of a team based 
approach.” Corporate (2018)

“The key thing is to understand you have a 
better chance of success if you harness the 
power of the team.” Corporate (2017)

For 2020 we are going back to basics with this 
question to understand what it is that is most 
useful to understand and the best question to 
elicit a meaningful response. 

Survey Question 7

Responses by yearResponses by year
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40%
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Survey Question 7

People have said I’m better at helping 
others with their leadership challenges

  Not sure that’s only or even mainly due to the 
programme though!” 
Social Sector Business (2016)

  Certainly has helped me to be a much 
more rounded and complete leader – and 
more open to a wider range of ideas and 
contributions.” 
Social Sector Business (2016)

  My own senior direct reports have benefited from the 
ability to contextualise issues and take a step back 
when needed.” Corporate (2016)

  I actually won a ‘team spirit’ and leadership 
award at our Global Sales Conference 
in August, this is voted on by the 500 
attendees and I was a little surprised when 
I was awarded it as there is an unspoken 
rule not to give it to people of my seniority.” 
Corporate (2017)

  Early stages, but some nice anecdotal comments 
about challenging and developing better thinking 
in our business and keeping our business honest 
on the strength of its convictions and the scale of 
ambition.” Corporate (2017)

   One of my team referred to me as being 
‘wise’ and sharing my ‘wisdom’. I’m not 
sure if they were taking the Michael, but I’ll 
take it nonetheless!” 
Corporate (2017)

  I have started mentoring people externally since I 
completed the course.” 
Corporate (2018)

  I love to think so!!!” Corporate (2018)

  Not stated specifically but 
definitely inferred.”  
Corporate (2016)

  Not directly attributable to Wavelength but 
partly because I was on a particular career 
defining journey at the time anyway with a 
new role.” Corporate (2016)

  Not specifically – but I think that I have been 
able to more clearly articulate where we need 
to be/go and focus on how we get there.”  
Social Sector Business (2016)

  I haven’t sought his feedback.” 
Corporate (2017)

  I’ve become more challenging of 
others so not sure that I am ‘better’ 
at helping them as I have increased 
their challenges. I’m certainly better at 
helping them identify their leadership 
challenges!” Corporate (2017)

  No specific elements emerging in that field, 
but I expect the institutionalised practice of 
giving and receiving feedbacks launched at 
my Company will help me get a better view.” 
Corporate (2017)

  I have not had that specific feedback since 
the programme; however I do believe that I 
am making a greater difference.” 
Corporate (2018)

NO 
60%YES 

40%
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I HAVE CONSCIOUSLY BUILT 
A STRONGER NETWORK TO 
SUPPORT ME/MY TEAM
Nearly three quarters of respondents 
answered ‘yes’ to this question giving a 
high score of 72%. 

This is a very healthy score and it’s something 
we only have because of the strength of our 
network! Thus it’s important to recognise our 
on-going collaboration with Zella King a Co-
founder, alongside Amanda Scott, of The 
Personal Boardroom – a key tool used on 
Connect to raise the profile of networks. In 
honour, therefore, of this great strategic tool 
here’s a little bit about it.

The Personal 
Boardroom can be 
used by individuals 
and by teams. It is 

grounded in research and tried and tested, 
with data to support its efficacy. In the 
sessions Zella runs with Connect members, 
leaders are introduced to two different tools 
to help them consider ways to strengthen the 
network they have around them to help them 
achieve their leadership goals. 

The first tool is a means of auditing who is 
in your network now and its weaknesses. 
Common issues leaders identify through this 
exercise include: a lack of diversity in terms of 
who the people are and the roles they play;  

an over reliance on a small number of 
individuals; and big gaps particularly when it 
comes to people working in sectors other than 
their own. 

The second tool is a set of 12 roles that 
expand thinking around what it takes to 
create a strong network. These are divided 
into three subsets: information roles; power 
roles; development roles. Using these might 
help a leader decide, for example, that to help 
them transition into a more senior role they 
need: a Navigator  – someone who can tell you 
who you need to know and who does what 
(information role); a Sponsor – someone who 
speaks out to endorse you and your ideas to 
senior or important people (power role); and an 
Anchor – someone who keeps you grounded 
and holds you to account for the balance 
between your work and the rest of your life 
(development role).

Survey Question 8

Responses by yearResponses by year
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Survey Question 8

I have consciously built a stronger 
network to support me/my team

More information on The Personal Boardroom is 
available online www.personalboardroom.com 
and it’s well worth investigating as we know, 
from the responses of our members over the 
years, how useful it is. 

While we’re very pleased that this score has 
remained high we’d also like it to be higher – 
and to reverse the downward trajectory seen 
across the three years – because we know 
that whatever leaders face in their lives, in their 
organisations, or in their sectors, having the 
right network of people to help, guide, and 
support makes the difference. 

YES 
72%

Zella King, Co-founder of 
The Personal Boardroom

http://www.personalboardroom.com
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Survey Question 8

I have consciously built a stronger 
network to support me/my team

  I embraced the Personal Boardroom framework and 
helped roll it our more widely in our organisation.” 
Corporate (2016)

  Made more effort to have external network across 
different industries.”  
Social Sector Business (2016)

  Internally yes. Externally less so.” Corporate (2016)

  Have used the Personal Boardroom 
(although it is now due a review) to build a 
network that has specifically helped me to 
deal with a very difficult issue (with a Board 
member) and led to some key business 
developments as well.”  
Social Sector Business (2016)

  Made some great contacts – particularly outside of 
my sector.” Social Sector Business (2016)

  Or at the least, I’m making a better use of existing 
networks.” Corporate (2017)

  The standard is not going to get us to where we 
need to be. My team and I need to find strength in 
each other; outside of the business; and embrace 
sharing the burden of responsibility.” 
Corporate (2017)

  But I always did.” Social Sector Business (2017)

  Invaluable connections and an invaluable 
network to be part of.” Corporate (2017)

  Through the course of the last few weeks, I have 
been deliberately building my network of contacts 
across the external industry, recognising the need 
to build my Personal Boardroom – for personal and 
corporate benefit.” Corporate (2017)

  I think this is partially true – it’s a never-ending piece 
of work!” Corporate (2018)

  I have focused on making the right contacts 
with a clear purpose behind any contact 
that I am making, which both of us can 
understand and with a view to helping 
those I reach out to if possible also.” 
Corporate (2018)

  Answered no as still working on 
strengthening and diversifying 
my personal boardroom.” Corporate (2017)

NO 
28%

YES 
72%

Rob Burnet, Founder & 
CEO, Well Told Story
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I ACTIVELY LOOK AT WHAT 
GOES ON OUTSIDE MY SECTOR

Survey Question 9

This remains an exceptionally high score 
with the year-on-year data revealing an 
even more positive picture over the last 
two years surveyed. 

The survey data for this question is gratifying 
to see as Wavelength’s business is built on a 
belief that agile, effective, innovative leadership 
comes from getting out into the wider world, 
then using what you find there to inspire and 
inform how you lead. Rosalind Torres of the 
Boston Consulting Group made this point in 
her well researched 2014 Ted Talk, stating that 
one of the most important questions leaders 
can ask themselves is:

“Where are you looking to anticipate the 
next change to your business model or your 
life? The answer to this question is on your 
calendar. Who are you spending time with? 
On what topics? Where are you travelling? 
What are you reading? And then how are 
you distilling this into understanding potential 
discontinuities, and then making a decision 
to do something right now so that you’re 
prepared and ready? 

There’s a leadership team that does a practice 
where they bring together each member 
collecting, here are trends that impact me, 
here are trends that impact another team 
member, and they share these, and then make 
decisions, to course –correct a strategy or to 
anticipate a new move. Great leaders are not 
head-down. They see around corners, shaping 
their future, not just reacting to it.” 

Responses by year
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Survey Question 9

I actively look at what goes on outside my sector

Among those who answered ‘yes’ to this 
question were a number who stated that 
this was an existing behaviour boosted by 
Connect, while for others it was newer and 
more challenging. Aside from the difficulty of 
making the time to look beyond the business 
we see some leaders on Connect struggle 
to make connections back to what they’re 
doing, particularly if where they’re looking feels 
unrelated. This ability to see connections is a 
skill we aim to nurture during Connect. 

“I learnt you’ve got to embrace different ways 
of looking at things.”  
Social Sector Business (2018) 

“It made me not pre-judge. It’s about having 
an open mind so you can look at different 
organisations.” Corporate (2016) 

This is not only a strength of Connect it’s one 
of the fundamental principles the programme 
is built on. It is also one of the key reasons 
organisations choose to send their leaders on 
Connect over some other less outward looking 
leadership programmes. 

YES 
85%
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Survey Question 9

I actively look at what goes on outside my sector

  I always have but this reinforced the need.” 
Corporate (2016)

  A work in progress – but one of the key 
things I picked up from Connect was not to 
limit myself to only looking at the sector we 
are in and to see what is happening in the 
adjacent world.”  
Social Sector Business (2016)

  I analyse the trends of the different sectors that allow 
me to introduce improvements in the company.” 
Corporate (2016)

  I did already though... all the time!”  
Social Sector Business (2016)

  I have always looked at things going on outside 
my sector but what Wavelength does is give me a 
number of new lenses to view things through.” 
Corporate (2017)

  One of the key take-aways from Wavelength was 
the applicability of business challenges in different 
contexts to my world of Financial Services. Same 
challenges different flavour, and lots of learnings and 
insight.” Corporate (2017)

  Social Enterprise, sustainability, disruption, caring, 
and the future play a significantly greater role in my 
life.” Corporate (2017)

  This has been hard to keep up, 
although I can still see the value 
in doing so.” Corporate (2016)

  But am aware that if I could create 
the time, I would. This was one of the 
biggest benefits of the networking 
opportunities when on and between 
the Wavelength sessions.” 
Corporate (2016)

  I have moved sector a lot and so already did 
this to a high degree.” 
Social Sector Business (2016)

  I am more open to doing this – not yet had 
the opportunity to really put this into practice.” 
Corporate (2017)

NO 
15%

YES 
85%

  I used to do it before but I now do it with a clearer 
purpose and identification of potential learning.” 
Corporate (2017)

  Considering my market, I have stretched 
consideration to the way other brands interact with 
my market; digital channel interactions and how they 
might move to my sector; interaction through social 
media and potential for exponential growth can 
translate across sectors.” Corporate (2017)

  I have done that through business conferences 
attendances, discussing with peers in non-
compete sectors and intently listening to podcasts.” 
Corporate (2017)

  Good to have this visibility.” Corporate (2017)

  It has been my goal for the past year to 
find a way to get our business to stand 
out from our sector and be recognised 
as a market leader, not just in our specific 
industry. Some of the insights I got from 
the programme helped and I am spending 
time with leaders in similar roles in other 
industries and countries.” Corporate (2018)
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2016
Impact 
Report 

45%

OTHER PEOPLE HAVE  
COMMENTED THAT I’M A  
BETTER/HAPPIER LEADER/PERSON 

Survey Question 10

This is the second question in the 
survey that received more ‘no’ than ‘yes’ 
answers. Versus 2016 this also saw a 5% 
drop in the ‘yes’ response rate. 

This score is hugely disappointing. However, 
while we take all the survey question 
responses very seriously, of our eleven 
questions this one feels least fit for purpose. 
There are three reasons for this:

1.  It lacks precision, containing two very 
general and quite different concepts ‘better 
leader’ and ‘happier person’;

2.  Like the question on helping others with 
their leadership challenges (question seven), 
it relies on others having offered comments;

3.  In some instances a ‘no’ response might not 
be a negative as per this quote:  
“No definitely not happier. I’m less accepting 
of just average.” Corporate (2016)

This makes interpreting the low score and the 
drop difficult particularly as in both the survey 
and the qualitative research many leaders talk 
about Connect making them more energised 
around their leadership:

“I became more inspiring I hope. Less task 
focussed – more bigger picture. Getting out 
of the weeds and detail and sitting above – 
setting direction for the team.”  
Corporate (2017)

“It was of enormous value – creating ideas and 
enthusiasm and the belief to go forward and 
implement them.” Corporate (2016)

“It’s like a shot in the arm. A boost. At the end 
of our final day everyone was kind of like, ‘I just 
wish I could restart this again.”  
Corporate (2017)

“I have never come away from another 
programme with that level of inspiration, and 
the confidence that I could surmount the 
challenges I face.” Corporate (2017)

As well as understanding the low score and 
the drop in the score since 2016 here, as with 
question seven, we will review this question 
to ensure we are finding out something useful 
through precise and effective questioning.

Responses by year

 

 

 

Connect 
2016

Connect 
2017

Connect 
2018

 

 

 

Yes 45%

Yes 40%

Yes 39%

No 55%

No 60%

No 61%

YES 
40%
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Survey Question 10

Other people have commented that 
I’m a better/happier leader/person

  Not sure that’s only or even mainly due to the 
programme though!”  
Social Sector Business (2016)

  Happier – definitely! Better – I hope so!”  
Corporate (2017)

  More that it has been a really challenging period 
recently, and I’ve deliberately worked at how the 
experience influences my approach, hopefully for the 
better.” Corporate (2017)

  People have commented that it has energised me.” 
Corporate (2017)

  A number of my peers and colleagues 
have noticed a marked difference in the 
way I conduct myself. It was a relief to hear 
some of the inspirational leaders at On Your 
Marks and Leadership Masterclass talking 
about not having all the answers – a big 
weight off my shoulders.” Corporate (2017)

   More outward looking.” Corporate (2017)

  Better person? Not sure, 
as previous I was on a 
big change in my career 
anyway so hard to separate.”  
Corporate (2016)

  That’s probably down to me not actively 
seeking feedback though! Something I need 
to work on constantly...” 
Social Sector Business (2016)

  That might come if I can translate my journey 
in search of a purpose into a purpose – on a 
similar basis as “life is a journey” rather than I 
expect to “find” my purpose. At the moment it 
just feels like my current organisation doesn’t 
serve a higher purpose – which is a bit 
disappointing at a personal level.”  
Corporate (2017)

  Not directly, but doesn’t mean it isn’t 
true :)” Corporate (2018)

  I have a reputation for being happy and 
energetic anyway, they have however 
commented on the energy/motivation 
that I brought back from the programme.” 
Corporate (2018)

NO 
60%

YES 
40%
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OVERALL, HOW USEFUL  
HAS CONNECT BEEN TO  
YOU AS A LEADER?

Survey Question 11

The overall picture in response to this question is something we’re proud of 
with 72% of those surveyed answering ‘yes’ to Connect being either ‘completely 
invaluable’ or ‘very useful’. This also represents a very welcome 6% rise since 2016. 

While our aim is for no members to mark it as ‘not useful at all!’ or ‘a bit useful’ for all 
future programmes, we are pleased to see the drop from 13% in 2016 to 7% showing 
improvement overall here too.

Completely invaluable 9%

Completely invaluable 37%

Completely invaluable 24%

Really useful 49%

Really useful 47%

Really useful 42%

Useful 30%

Useful 13%

Useful 21%

A bit useful 9%

A bit useful 3%

A bit useful 13%

Not useful at all 3%

Not useful at all 0%

Not useful at all 0%

Completely invaluable 21%
2016: 24%

51%
2016: 42%

Really useful

A bit useful 6%
2016: 13%

Not useful at all 1%
2016: 0%

Useful
2016: 21%

21%

Connect Impact Report 2018

Connect Impact Report 2017

Connect Impact Report 2016

Connect Impact Report 2019
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Survey Question 11

Completely Invaluable

  It just opened my mind so much to what other 
leaders and forward thinking organisations are doing 
around the globe.” Corporate (2016)

   As a ‘new’ MD in a brand new business (ex council 
spin out) I was looking for something that wasn’t 
just another ‘leadership course’. I wanted to find 
something that was really relevant in helping me to 
identify who/what my role was and needed to be, to 
extend my experience of other leaders in completely 
different sectors, to be inspired and challenged as 
well, to have some creative stimulation and fun too. 
Connect was all of those things really.” 
Social Sector Business (2016)

  Best thing since sliced bread!” 
Social Sector Business (2016)

  The insight was invaluable and has informed 
how I think. It also gave me the space to 
indulge in my own self development and 
to do that with other very intelligent and 
motivated people. That began me on a path 
of personal development that still continues 
and would likely not have happened without 
Wavelength.” Corporate (2016)

 I loved it!” Social Sector Business (2016)

   Really excellent and unique course.”  
Corporate (2017)

  Like in a video game, it allowed me to open and 
reach a new level and thrive in it. It’s an energizing 
and resilient feeling.” Corporate (2017)

  Truly life changing for me and it has opened 
up a number of potential future paths I had 
not considered. Thank you!”  
Corporate (2017)

  Refreshed the way I think about market dynamics; 
opened my eyes to the threats posed in the market 
(deadly unicorns?); and completely changed the way 
I think about personal leadership – just at a point 
when I was starting to wonder what it’s all about.” 
Corporate (2017)

  Nothing else like it… Selfishly I want it to continue 
for myself but I need more colleagues to understand 
where I am coming from sometimes!” 
Corporate (2017)

  It has given me a language and framework 
to think and talk about leadership seriously 
within my organisation and externally.” 
Corporate (2018)

21%

Overall, how useful has Connect been to you as a leader?

Nick Stace, UK CEO, 
The Prince’s Trust



Really useful

  Knowledge insights and life experiences of other 
leaders was the most valuable. I would not have 
attended a class learning environment at this stage 
in my career but value the human and real life 
insights and remember many of them.” 
Corporate (2016)

  An opportunity to step away from the day 
to day and think about what being a leader 
means. The chance to use stories and tools 
that work for others in my own day to day 
work. A broadening of horizons outside of 
the sector I work in.” Corporate (2016)

  Both the stories from the speakers and visits adds 
depth to the purpose and innovation agenda.” 
Corporate (2016)

  Sharing time with different people and sectors, has 
developed me as a professional and person. I have 
been able to verify the things that I do well and those 
that have to be improved.”  
Corporate (2016)

  Has given me stories and insight into the challenges 
for the future and given me the courage to address 
them.” Corporate (2016)

   I loved the course; I genuinely didn’t want it to end.”  
Corporate (2017)

  Lots of opportunities to meet people 
struggling with similar issues to me. Lots 
of examples and techniques to help deal 
with issues and to grow as a leader. Wider 
network of people to draw on.”  
Social Sector Business (2018)

  It gave me insight to a broad range of leaders, 
companies and strategies both in corporate world 
and the charitable sector. I also became more 
aware of the vulnerability of leaders, and what 
the successful ones have done to use this and/or 
overcome it and have a higher level of awareness 
of the challenges that those around me at all levels 
have to understand and achieve our goals. The 
Behind the Brand programme was provoking and 
insightful and allowed me to re-evaluate how we 
develop our strategy and find new ways to give our 
customers value.” Corporate (2018)

  It was really useful in terms of shared experiences 
and some really powerful, permanent insights from 
the speakers and other people on the cohort. It 
added a great deal of context to me as a leader and 
has certainly been a catalyst for changes and has led 
me to seek a wider contribution to society outside of 
my corporate role.” Corporate (2018)

Survey Question 11

Overall, how useful has Connect been to you as a leader?

51%

Sir Martin Narey, former CEO, Barnardo’s 
& former Director General, Prision Service
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Survey Question 11

Overall, how useful has Connect been to you as a leader?

Useful

  It was useful mainly because I have been 
able to spend time thinking about what it 
is to BE a leader, something that I don’t 
often get to do. And also to hear from 
some inspirational people across sectors. 
That was the best bit – hearing from those 
incredible people.” Social Sector Business (2016)

  Connect crystallised and gave a name to some 
beliefs I already had, strengthening my resolve 
against some of my convictions about effective 
leadership, and it also gave me some really valuable 
new case studies to draw on. I feel like I have a 
better insight into other organisations’ culture and 
a broad-brush understanding of what can influence 
culture over time.” Social Sector Business (2016)

  It helped me to see that much of what I have been 
doing for the last 20 years or so has been on the 
right track. It’s galvanised me to want to learn more 
and improve – re-energised me. At first, it seemed 
like a lot of time out of the office, but it was well 
spent.” Social Sector Business (2017)

  The programme provided me a host of good ideas I 
can tap onto.” Corporate (2017)

  Felt that I had learnt some of the content in other 
Leadership Programmes.” Corporate (2017)

  I continue to reflect on what I heard and learned 
and feel that over time I will continue to benefit from 
wavelength.” Corporate (2018)

  Connect gave me the chance to validate 
what I believed about leadership and get 
inspiration and lessons from others. It has 
been useful in being reminded that no-one 
has the answers, but everyone has different 
approaches that we can learn from and find 
common themes.” Corporate (2018)

21%
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Survey Question 11

Overall, how useful has Connect been to you as a leader?

A bit useful

  Without properly integrating Wavelength 
into a wider leadership training programme 
it has made making significant changes 
very hard. The course is very informative, 
fun and a great way to meet fellow leaders 
but potentially misses the mark by not 
giving a full toolkit of how to do it in a larger 
corporate that isn’t a young tech company.” 
Corporate (2018)

  I enjoyed the overall experience, particularly Behind 
The Brand, but overall I didn’t really feel there was 
anything revolutionary in what I head across all the 
sessions. The format felt a bit over developed and 
a lot of the presentations and thought leadership 
was a little clichéd  – not all of it though! I think the 
interactions would have benefitted from smaller 
numbers from individual organisations. Some 
discussions did get dominated by issues in individual 
companies. Overall a bit less content might have 
been more powerful?” Corporate (2018)

Not useful at all

Unfortunately, of the four people who scored Connect 
Not useful at all, none commented further.

6% 1%
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Case Study: CYBG and Connect

CYBG plc. is the holding company that 
owns Clydesdale Bank, Yorkshire Bank, 
the app-based bank B, and in 2019 
merged with Virgin Money UK. CYBG have 
been involved with Wavelength since 2014. 

     22 leaders have taken part in Connect 
(2014, 2017, 2018, 2019);

     9 senior leaders have participated in 
Wavelength USA (2014, 2017, 2018) and 
Wavelength China (2019);

     Wavelength hosted a Bespoke visit to 
SNS Bank in 2019.

Francis Lake is Head of Organisation 
Development at CYBG and Virgin Money, 
helping lead the organisation’s transition. 
Francis was the organisation’s Sponsor for 
CYBG and Virgin Money in 2019, responsible 
for ensuring each leader and the organisation 
got the most from the programme. Francis 
also participated in the Connect programme 
alongside his members on the 2019 
programme.

After Connect 2019 ended, Wavelength spoke 
to Francis to understand the impact on CYBG 
of its relationship with Wavelength, the role 
of Connect within this, and Francis’ personal 
view of the Connect programme as a career 
HR professional on the leadership frontline of 
organisational change. 

Francis was interviewed by Peter Walter.  

How would you headline the impact of 
Wavelength on CYBG? 

The biggest impact has been getting senior 
leaders engaged with the concept of purpose 
and becoming a purpose-led company: 
through Wavelength USA and Wavelength 

Connect we created enough senior leaders 
who saw the power of purpose. In the deal 
with the Virgin Group we could demonstrate 
that we understood purpose and we felt it, 
and now eight months on we have a new 
organisational purpose that is making the 
integration of the two businesses far easier. It’s 
given people a North Star, a reason to believe, 
a way to connect with each other.

There’s lots said and written about 
purpose – what did Wavelength do that hit 
home? 

You can read articles and so on but it’s flat, 
remote. The execs who went on Wavelength 
USA could see it come to life. Similarly on the 
Connect programme you hear people talk 
about their purpose then you see it put into 
action, you’re getting into conversations with 
people who are doing the stuff, you’re hearing 
the stories and it makes it stand out more than 
reading or having a consultant come and talk.

Francis Lake, Head of Organisation 
Development at CYBG and Virgin Money
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Were there companies who stood out on 
Connect when it came to purpose? 

Different ones chimed for different people. 
Some talked about Umpqua Bank. Aravind 
Eye Care System hospitals – it’s astonishing 
that single-minded focus on purpose. And 
LEGO, the piece about inspiring the next 
generation of builders, that sense of going 
beyond the product you’re selling and the 
scale of impact you’re seeking. I visited SNS 
Bank which was outstanding. I thought they 
were taking a really bold stance for a bank.

What about individual leaders on 
Connect?

Geoff McDonald [Co-founder, Minds@
work] said his mission is to create a world 
where everyone can put their hands up and 
have a mental health conversation, which 
is very powerful. So we’ve changed our 
performance management approach radically. 
On a quarterly basis every individual has a 
discussion with their people leader about how 
they’re doing, their wellbeing. We give the 
people leaders guidance and signpost support 

Case Study: CYBG and Connect

mechanisms for colleagues. We have around 
ten thousand employees and the thinking 
behind it is we are slowly normalising talking 
about well-being. 

Ironically Geoff was one of the speakers where 
I really didn’t enjoy his session, partly because 
of his style, but I think one of the things 
Wavelength does is it changes your mind-
set. You make connections, you hear from 
such different angles that it gets you thinking 
differently. 

Women and leadership is another area 
I know that CYBG has taken inspiration 
from Connect. 

We were already looking at how we support 
female careers. Around networking, as women 
often don’t have access to casual and informal 
networks, and around sponsorship where 
people tend to sponsor people like them, 
which means if you’ve got lots of broadly 
middle-aged white men at the top of an 
organisation, they tend to sponsor slightly 
younger white men. 

We met Zella [King, Co-founder, Personal 
Boardroom] a few years back at Connect, I 
just happened to be sitting next to her at On 
Your Marks and we were talking then she then 
did a session on the Personal Boardroom and 
building people around you who are going 
to support you; it really struck me. So we’ve 
done a few pieces of work with her. She’s 
worked with our Career Sponsorship Group. 
It’s very practical, it’s very constructive, it’s not 
telling women to be like men, the Personal 
Boardroom doesn’t do that it starts off with 
you as a human, it’s very powerful. 

It’s the content at Wavelength but it’s also the 
connect bit – you create a connection with 
someone. 
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Have there been other connections like 
this?

BBC North. So Paul, who was our member [in 
2018], had got to know Alice [Webb, Director, 
BBC Children’s & Education and a Connect 
member in 2018] quite well and it was on 
the back of that they arranged a visit. A few 
of us went to BBC North and to understand 
more about their move, which will feed into 
our planning for our head office move in a few 
years time. And we’re planning a reverse visit – 
Alice is going to come and look at what we call 
our B-works. 

Steve [member from the BBC on Connect 
2019] is also at BBC North and we have 
been talking about how we stay connected. 
Whether there are opportunities to do more or 
not it’s a sort of warm relationship that we aim 
to continue. 

Another example is Gi Fernando [Founder, 
Freeformers]. I heard him speak and I 
happened to sit next to him during dinner and 
we had a really good conversation which I 
followed up on and a few pieces of work have 
come from that. One is about skills for the 21st 

Century. Then as a serial digital entrepreneur 
he talked about how business banks love 
entrepreneurs but mortgage banks don’t! 
It’s really helped to understand some of the 
challenges for entrepreneurs as customers. 

What is it about Connect that helps to 
create impact?

You could look at Connect and think it’s 
just a bunch of random speakers – there’s 
somebody who runs the Women’s FA and 
then there’s a guy from an eye hospital in India 
and there’s somebody who run prisons. If you 
were lazy about it, you could say this is just a 
whole bunch of weird stuff! But it is actually 
really smartly curated. The Wavelength guys 
they know the themes sitting behind it, they 
see how the stories intersect so while people 
are coming from very different sectors, the 
stories or experiences are complementary. 
And then in the way they run the events the 
Wavelength guys will facilitate and tease out 
stories and make connections, encourage 
questions, it is really powerful. And because 
you’ve got 95 members from all sorts of 

Case Study: CYBG and Connect

different organisations, they come from 
different perspectives so, the questions they 
ask prompt different things.

It gets you thinking about things, about issues 
or opportunities in different ways and you’re 
thinking, ‘what is the lesson in this?’ not just in 
terms of sector or industry.
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Can you give another example of this, 
where you’ve made those connections?

ECCO Leather. Panos [Mytaros, EVP of Global 
Production & Resourcing] talked about how he 
hates trade fairs! He described them as all the 
same: the coffee is rubbish, you’re in rubbish 
rooms that all look the same, everyone’s 
dehydrated and over-caffeinated. The 
environment of those things is almost 180% 
degrees opposite to the intent you’re trying to 
achieve. It was a complete aside to what he 
was telling us but I shared the story with my 
team and challenged them to make our events 
really different. They’ve already started to make 
our events look and feel different, and we’ve 
got big plans for the next year. 

So that came from quite a small aside from 
Panos – it’s in the nature of Connect events, 
they create different thought patterns.

What else is it about Connect that’s 
worked for you and CYBG?

One of the real strengths of the Connect 
programme is that it is amazingly human

Anybody who speaks there tells the business 
story but at the same time they’re telling their 
story, the human side of it, and their personal 
purpose, and their personal drive comes 
through massively. As a result, I think you’re 
able to connect in a different way; you’re 
starting from a human relationship rather than 
a business relationship, and that’s much more 
open. I think also that I show interest and 
curiosity in them and start to explore things 
with them. 

Also, with the other members, you spend quite 
a bit of time with them and your relationship 
matures a lot over time, so as you get toward 
Reconnect [the final event of the programme] 
you are kind of there with people you care 
about. It’s quite a remarkable thing.

In CYBG if you know somebody who’s been 
on Wavelength there’s almost like a bit of a 
shorthand, ‘You know what I’m talking about 
don’t you?’, that gives people more energy to 
go and do things. And because the speakers 
you really respond to are the ones that are the 
most human and the most fallible, learning 
from that people show more of themselves. It’s 
almost like an antidote for heroic leadership, 
the old world where leaders would say‘I know 
everything! And I’m going to tell you what to 
do’. I think the nature of Wavelength shows 
that you don’t have to be like that, you can’t 
be like that, it doesn’t really work, and that’s a 
massively powerful thing.

Case Study: CYBG and Connect
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And finally can you sum up the impact of 
Wavelength and Connect on CYBG and on 
you personally?

I think we’re far more likely to be successful 
culturally because of Wavelength and we are 
already being that because we are moving 
fast toward being a purpose-led company 
stimulated by what we did on Wavelength. It’s 
accelerating integration which is massive. 

In May we shared our new strategy with 
investors. So, a big session at the Stock 
Exchange, four hours of presentations. Those 
presentations started with our organisational 
purpose and it was essentially framed around, 
‘This is our purpose, this is our ambition, this 
is our strategy and we’ll deliver it through our 
culture’.

Case Study: CYBG and Connect

Personally, some of the way I worked for a 
long time has felt almost at the edge, the way 
I think is different to the mainstream in the 
business and part of my role is to disrupt and 
create difference.

Wavelength has given me a massive amount of 
inspiration through content – it’s like fuel for my 
soul. It’s also given me an awful lot more belief 
in my style and my approach, in what I try and 
do and how I try and operate as a leader. 

And on a really personal level it’s in the 
conversations you get into, whether that be 
with faculty or members, or the Wavelength 
team; getting into interesting conversations 
where people are willing to explore things, and 
do things differently, is brilliant, because lots of 
work is, you know, ‘That’s great but show me 
the numbers’.

There’s also a bit that Aravind talked about 
purpose and platform, and the alignment of 
your personal purpose and your company 
purpose, and I have the best fit of those things 
together that I think I ever have had in my life. 
So, that’s a wonderful place to be.
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More about Wavelength

Wavelength is a world-class leadership 
company. Our purpose is to make 
the world better through business by 
profoundly improving the quality of 
leadership.

We believe leaders learn best from leaders 
and scour the world for progressive 
companies at the forefront of: innovation, 
disruption, employee engagement, service 
excellence, leadership resilience, social impact, 
transformation and change.

Experiential learning is at the heart of what we 
do and our programmes provide ambitious 
leaders with unique insider access to inspiring, 
successful practitioners – enabling them to 
develop their knowledge, connectivity and 
resilience and providing a radically different 
model for learning and a tangible return on 
investment.

In addition to Connect, each year our global 
programmes take top business leaders from 
around the world into the heart of Silicon 
Valley to visit the likes of Airbnb, Netflix and 
Tesla; to India to see inside Aravind Eye 
Care System; and to China to meet Alibaba.

Our SpeakersHub provides unique access 
to highly accomplished business leaders and 
innovators who can speak at conferences 
and off-sites; and our Bespoke proposition 
delivers interventions tailored to the individual 
needs of our clients.

Our clients and partners include: Apple, BBC, 
The Guardian, LEGO, Pret A Manger, 
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, Eden 
Project, Tesco, Tesla, Netflix, Virgin 
Atlantic and Liverpool Football Club.

We like to think of ourselves as a grown up, 
no nonsense, transparent business creating 
and curating transformative experiences for 
leaders.

We don’t do purposeless inspiration.  
We help deliver change.
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